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JP used his metal detector in school
yesterday. So far he’s found 22p 💰!

Well done to Connor, David, Lloyd and
Jayden for completing some of their
baseline tests for the Spring Term this
week.

Lost for words really! Some sublime
woodworking skills in DT from Sam and
Ethan recently! Keep up the good work boys!
👌

Andrew has been working at his times
tables this week.
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Wesley has been working with quotes this
week in English.

Will’s Pizza
As always, Will did an amazing job. He also cleaned up really well
- Will’s a brilliant cook.

Jacob’s pizza
Jacob’s was pepperoni and red pepper. It looked delicious.

Cole’s Pizza
Making pizza from scratch was Cole’s idea and he did it
brilliantly!

Caiden’s pizza
Curie learned how to knead dough to Bat out of Hell - which is
nearly 10 minutes long (how long you need to knead for!)
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Ethan was amazing at the Art Gallery today
completing some wonderful independent
work. 👌

Taylor’s Zengtangle

Seb and Fin have been working on a
mindstorm project in STEM after school
club

Casey’s final piece
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Leon’s Final Piece

I am always impressed by Arran’s presentation skills. Some
fantastic research on emerging economies here.

Storey Science
Dylan and Leon worked hard in science learning about Noble
gases

Castner have been looking at bullying this week, with a
particular focus on cyber bullying. Well done to Max, Seth, Jake
and Kenzie!
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Great work from Jack looking at inbound, outbound and
domestic tourism. He is smashing his BTEC!

Tyler in Daley
Tyler in Daley worked really hard on his handwriting this week
and is making excellent progress with it. Well done Tyler!

Rosie worked extremely hard on her Maths assessment in Daley
on Thursday

PSHE
Leon has worked hard in PSHE to learn about the law related to
drugs

PSHE Work
Dylan Beckett has worked hard in PSHE learning about laws
related to drug crime
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Drew’s Joke Machine
Drew has worked hard to code a joke machine in computer
science

Riddle Writer
Shay O has worked hard in computer science creating a riddle
machine.

Max worked really hard in Geography this week. He researched
the BRICS countries and put together a fact �le on each.

Josh worked really well on his times tables in Daley this week.

Great work from Libby looking at different types of tourism and
the different visitor types!
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Parks - Maths
Well done Lewis and Paige who both completed a whole piece
of work on division by 3.

Parks - English
The class started the planning for their fantasy stories.
Excellent work from Paige, James and Lewis.

Lilly in Watson has produced an in-depth
PowerPoint on the life of Roald Dahl in
preparation for this term’s topic
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LJ showed outstanding resilience working on the bus stop
method in Daley this week.

Well done to Lilly, Freddy, Mason, Lewis and
Abby who all completed math assessments
in Watson

Daley
Well done to Josh, Rosie and LJ who had a magni�cent PSHE
lesson learning about the �ve pillars of Islam. Well done to the
three of them!

Showing great respect in assembly
Miss Herbison wants to say a huge well done to Daley, Watson,
Adams, Parks and Banksy for showing brilliant listening skills and
showing great respect in our �rst assembly of the term

Well done to Mason in Watson who created
an informative PowerPoint on Roald Dahl in
preparation for our topic this term
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Thanks to these pupils who helped clean the
fish tank during socials 🐠

Daley
Daley were magni�cent at the farm on Wednesday helping with
the post Christmas tidy up. Well done to Alissa, LJ, Harley, Lacey,
Rosie and Josh.

Welcome Back !
A great start to the New Year with most pupils in school today.
Keep it up guys. Aim for 100% attendance this term

※※※※※※
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